
You are not aware but 
it comes for you! 

Well, how do you deal 
with cyber bullying?



Female 23

Male 0
%100

Female

We want to learn your gender first?



13-18 23
19-25 0
26-34 0
35-44 0
45-65 0
66+ 0

%100

13-18 19-25 26-34 35-44 45-65 66+

And tell me your age!



To access social 
networks

17

For research 20
To watch series/movies 16
To watch funny videos 8
For play games 4
To talk to my friends 20

%24

%5

%9

%19

%24

%20

To access social networks
For research
To watch series/movies
To watch funny videos
For play games
To talk to my friends

Well, you use the internet for what purposes? ( you can 
select more than one option)



Lets get to the point: Have you ever been cyberbullying 
or have you been a bully?

Never did and never bullied 16
I did it 0
I did and I have bullied 0
I may have done without 
knowing

0

I just bullied 7

%30

%70

Never did and never bullied
I did it
I did and I have bullied
I may have done without knowing
I just bullied



This question is so important: In which ways have you 
been exposed to cyberbullying? (you can select more 
than one option)
My images were taken and shared 
without permission

1

I got messages with insults 5
I was exposed on social media 2
Gossiping behind me on social 
media

1

Insulting pages opened 0
My fake accounts are opened 0
I’ve been excluded by everyone on 
social media

1

I was not exposed to cyberbullying 17

%63

%4
%4

%7

%19

%4

My images were taken and shared without permission
I got messages with insults
I was exposed on social media
Gossiping behind me on social media
Insulting pages opened
My fake accounts are opened
I’ve been excluded by everyone on social media
I was not exposed to cyberbullying



How often have you been bullied/bullying?

Just a few times 6
1-2 times in a year 1
Almost every month 0
So often :( 1
I said i was never exposed! 15

%65 %4

%4

%26

Just a few times
1-2 times in a year
Almost every month
So often :(
I said i was never exposed!



Related to this, have you ever used to complaint 
feature on websites?

%5

%24

%48

%24

Im constantly complaining the ones who bother me
I’ve used it several times
I’ve never used it, i think its useless
I’ve wanted to use but I haven’t

Im constantly 
complaining the ones 
who bother me

5

I’ve used it several times 10
I’ve never used it, i think 
its useless

5

I’ve wanted to use but I 
haven’t

1



Let’s continue with a more general question: Which one 
do you think as cyberbullying? (you can select more 
than one option)

Share someone else’s photo without 
permission

3

Create a fake account for someone else 2
Sending messages with insults to 
someone

0

Exposing other people 1
All 19
None 1

%4

%73

%4

%8

%12

Share someone else’s photo without permission
Create a fake account for someone else
Sending messages with insults to someone
Exposing other people
All
None



Now be honest: What was your feelings when you were 
exposed to cyberbullying? (you can select more than 
one option)

Anxiety 6
Distractibility 0
Request to leave from school / work 1
Anger 4
Sadness 4
Feeling physically bad 2
Lonelines 2
None 13

%41

%6
%6

%13

%13

%3

%19

Anxiety
Distractibility
Request to leave from school / work
Anger
Sadness
Feeling physically bad
Lonelines
None



We’ll tell you how to fight cyberbullying but we want to 
know how you will fight?

I will request to the bully ‘’stop 
this’’

9

I block him/her from social media 14
I will tell my friend 4
I will tell my family 11
I will destroy the evidence of 
bullying

3

I will retaliate 0
I will try legal remedies 12

%23

%6

%21

%8

%26

%17

I will request to the bully ‘’stop this’’
I block him/her from social media
I will tell my friend
I will tell my family
I will destroy the evidence of bullying
I will retaliate
I will try legal remedies


